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Abstract: Dual-wavelength output devices have a wide range of applications in mid-infrared band
difference frequency generation, anti-interference lidar, dual-wavelength holographic interferometry,
and other applications. Vertical external cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs) are a type of
semiconductor laser that can achieve single-chip dual-wavelength output by designing the chip
structure. In this paper, we present a single-chip VECSEL that can switch between dual-wavelength
and single-wavelength output modes. The VECSEL can simultaneously emit coaxial laser beams at
967 nm and 1013 nm, with a wavelength spacing of about 45 nm. The degree of mismatch between
the gain peaks of the two quantum wells in the gain chip and the corresponding cavity modes is
different. By adjusting the pump power, the temperature of the active region can be changed, which
alters the matching relationship between the gain peaks and the cavity modes and controls the output
mode of the VECSEL. The dual-wavelength output mode maintains a stable wavelength spacing at
different operating temperatures. The laser output mode can be switched between single-wavelength
and dual-wavelength, and the beam divergence angle is less than 8◦. The dual-wavelength output
power can exceed 400 mW, and the long-wavelength output power can reach up to 700 mW.

Keywords: vertical external-cavity surface-emitting laser; dual-wavelength; quantum wells;
switchable wavelengths

1. Introduction

Optically pumped vertical external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs) combine
the advantages of both semiconductor lasers and solid-state lasers, such as high output
power, broad wavelength range, good beam quality, and small divergence angle [1–3].
The unique external cavity structure of VECSELs can effectively control the output mode
of the laser and achieve a near-diffraction-limit fundamental mode beam output. The
external cavity structure also facilitates the modulation of the laser output mode. Optical
components such as birefringence filters, etalons, and nonlinear crystals can be inserted into
the resonant cavity to perform functions such as linewidth narrowing, wavelength tuning,
and frequency conversion, which greatly extend the wavelength coverage and application
scenarios of VECSELs. Owing to these unique advantages, VECSELs have been widely
used in frequency doubling the output of visible light, difference frequency generation
mid-infrared band, sodium laser guide stars, and other fields of application [4–9].

The terahertz band possesses the benefits of low radiation energy, strong penetration,
high resolution, and rich spectral information on molecular structures. It has promising
application potential in medical imaging, non-destructive security inspection, in vivo
detection, broadband communication, electromagnetic weapons, and other fields [10,11].
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The key to the advancement of terahertz technology is the availability of low-cost and
compact terahertz sources. Difference frequency generation is a relatively mature technique
for producing terahertz band output [12–14]. VECSELs have unique advantages, such as
broad wavelength range, fine wavelength tuning, and a flexible external cavity structure,
making them very suitable for difference frequency generation of terahertz sources [15].

A VECSEL can employ multiple gain chips to generate two or more wavelengths
in the co-axial cavity, and produce mid-infrared and terahertz band outputs through
difference frequencies or sum frequencies [16,17]. Optical position meter, holographic
interferometry, anti-interference lidar and other applications also require dual-wavelength-
output light sources [18–20]. The rational design of quantum wells in VECSEL gain chips
can enable dual-wavelength output of a single chip by using the two-component quantum
wells or combining the single-component quantum wells with the gain-detuned cavity
design [21,22]. When the gain cavity mode mismatch is large, dual-wavelength output can
also be achieved [23,24]. Compared with using multiple chips to achieve dual-wavelength
output, using a single chip to achieve dual-band emission is more efficient and has greater
application potential. Currently, a dual-wavelength switchable output can be achieved
using the single quantum well gain cavity mode large mismatch design scheme and the
two-component quantum well design scheme. However, the non-radiative loss with the
dual-wavelength output mode is large due to the significant gain cavity mode mismatch,
which results in a decrease in the output power of VECSELs during dual-wavelength
switching. To overcome this issue, the gain provided by the two-component quantum
well is combined with a reasonable cavity mode mismatch design. This allows for second-
wavelength lasing to be achieved before the power is reduced due to excessive mismatch
between the first wavelength and the cavity mode. As a result, a power drop during dual-
wavelength output is avoided, and a more stable wavelength switching output is achieved.

Hence, this study developed a VECSEL with a single chip to achieve a flexible switch-
ing dual-wavelength output. Two-component quantum wells with different output wave-
lengths were placed into a single gain chip, and the quantum wells were located at the
amplitude positions of the corresponding standing waves. Through the reasonable mis-
match design of the cavity mode and the two gain peaks, the stable power output of the
dual-wavelength switching was achieved. The dual-wavelength operation maintained
almost the same wavelength interval at different temperatures.

2. System Overview

Figure 1 illustrates the dual-wavelength gain chip structure and the VECSEL system
structure. The entire dual-wavelength output system adopted a linear cavity VECSEL
configuration, which consisted of four components: an output coupling mirror, a gain chip,
a heat dissipation system, and a pump system. As shown in Figure 1, a dual-wavelength
output was achieved in a simple linear cavity, with a wavelength spacing of approximately
45 nm. The intracavity laser oscillation mode was adjusted by varying the cavity length
between the output coupling mirror and the gain chip. The output coupling mirror was
a flat-concave mirror with a curvature radius of 5 cm, and the reflectivity in the dual-
wavelength band was about 97.5%. The chip was designed as an optical pumping structure,
which uses a light absorption layer to absorb the pump light and generate photogenerated
carriers for injection into the active region. The pump’s light source was a fiber-coupled
diode laser with a wavelength of 808 nm and a maximum power of 100 W. The optical
absorption layer was able to effectively absorb the laser wavelength at 808 nm. The focusing
mirror group at the output end controlled the output spot size to achieve good pump area
control. The pump angle was inclined at approximately 40◦.
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The gain chip employed a bottom-emitting structure, where a buffer layer was first
grown on a GaAs substrate, followed by an etching stop layer, window layer, multi-
quantum well structure, and finally a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) [25]. The DBR of
the gain chip of the bottom emitting structure was exposed to the outside. The metal layer
was evaporated on the DBR for metallization, and then welded to the heat sink for rapid
heat extraction. The gain chip was bonded on the copper radiator, which was mounted
on a heat dissipation base with a thermoelectric cooler (TEC). TEC regulated the working
temperature of the laser, and the circulating water-cooling system removed the waste heat
generated by the studio. The circulating water-cooling system was set at 20 ◦C. After
the bonding of the gain chip was complete, the bottom of the gain surface needed to be
removed to expose the light port. The substrate removal process consisted of two phases:
mechanical thinning and chemical etching. In the first phase, a thinning machine was
utilized to decrease the thickness of the substrate to about 100 µm. In the second phase, the
residual substrate was eliminated by applying a chemical etchant. The etchant used a ratio
of 1:20 of ammonia and hydrogen peroxide. The GaInP etching stop layer was not easily
corroded by the etchant, and was used to protect the gain chip structure from damage
during the etching process.

The structure of the gain chip is shown in the illustration in Figure 1. The top layer
of the gain chip structure after stripping is the GaInP etching stop layer, followed by the
AlGaAs window layer. The active region is located between the window layer and the
DBR. The quantum well in the active region comprises two material components, namely,
the five short-wavelength In0.15GaAs QW, with a gain peak of 930 nm, and the five long-
wavelength In0.22GaAs QW, with a gain peak of 980 nm. The thicknesses of the two types of
quantum wells were both 6 nm. By adjusting the thickness of the barrier layer, the quantum
wells were positioned at the corresponding standing wave peak positions and each other’s
standing wave nodes, so as to achieve high gain while avoiding the absorption of each
other’s gain [22,26]. DBR was formed by alternating the stacking of GaAs and AlAs, with a
reflectivity of 99.99% in the dual-wavelength band.

3. Experimental Results

The gain chip structure was grown on a GaAs (100) substrate using the Aixtron
200/4 MOCVD system, followed by an etching stop layer, window layer, active region,
and DBR structure. The etching barrier layer used 30 nm of GaInP material to protect the
gain chip structure during the removal of the substrate. The window layer used a half-
wavelength thick AlGaAs material to avoid carrier escape to the surface for non-radiative
recombination. The active region comprised two sets of InGaAs quantum wells (QWs),
with thicknesses of 6 nm each. The quantum wells were separated by an intermediate
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GaAs barrier layer of about 100 nm, which also functioned as a light absorption layer.
In the process of material epitaxial growth, there was a compressive strain effect in the
InGaAs quantum wells, and the higher the In concentration, the greater the compressive
strain effect. Therefore, GaAsP with the opposite strain effect was introduced for strain
compensation to achieve good material growth quality. GaAsP material layers of about
20 nm were placed on both sides of the GaAs layer to compensate for the strain effect of
the quantum wells, while inhibiting the escape of the photogenerated carriers produced by
the light absorption layer to other regions. After the growth of the active region structure
material, 30 pairs of quarter-wavelength GaAs/AlAs DBR structures were grown.

Figure 2a shows the reflection spectrum of VECSEL after the removal of the substrate.
The reflection spectrum revealed a high-reflectivity band with a width of approximately
100 nm near the dual-wavelength region. Within the band, there were two distinct dips,
which corresponded to the F-P cavity modes induced by the Fabry–Perot resonance effect
of the gain chip structure, indicating the laser emission positions of the VECSEL [27]. The
first F-P cavity mode was located at 966 nm, and the second F-P cavity mode was located
at 1010 nm, representing the emission wavelengths of the VECSEL. Figure 2b shows the
photoluminescence (PL) spectra measured from the edge and plane positions of the chip.
After the epitaxial growth of the gain chip structure, there was no material layer blocking
at the edge of the chip after cleavage, and the gain spectrum generated by the quantum
well could be directly measured. The photoluminescence spectrum measured at the edge
of the chip was the intrinsic gain of the quantum well without cavity mode modification.
The photoluminescence spectrum of the quantum well without cavity mode modification
had two obvious main peaks at 930 nm and 977 nm, respectively, which were close to the
gain peak of the designed quantum well. This proved that the quantum well structure
after strain compensation in the epitaxial growth process had good growth quality and no
obvious material defects. The gain spectrum after F-P cavity mode modification is shown
in Figure 2b, with gain peaks located at 962 nm and 1006 nm. The gain peak measured
on the plane of the gain chip matched the cavity mode, and the laser achieved optimal
output at this wavelength. As the temperature increased, the material gain and refractive
index underwent significant changes, resulting in a red shift of the quantum well gain peak
and a red shift of the cavity mode position. The temperature drift velocity of the quantum
well gain peak was almost three times that of the cavity mode position [28]. Thus, as the
operating temperature of the VECSEL increased, the output mode of the laser gradually
shifted towards the second wavelength, achieving wavelength switching.

The VECSEL device was mounted on the base of the thermal dissipation system,
and an external cavity system was constructed for testing. The cooling temperature of
the circulating water was set to 20 ◦C for the evaluation of the VECSEL’s performance.
Figure 3 illustrates the power curves of the VECSEL at TEC temperatures of −5, 0, and
5 ◦C. The figure clearly shows the region where the slope efficiency decreased between
two linear regions. As the pump power increased, the short wavelength mode reached the
threshold pump power first, resulting in laser emission, and the output power gradually
increased. The pump power continued to increase; the long-wavelength mode reached the
threshold pump power, resulting in dual-wavelength emission; and the slope efficiency of
the power curve decreased. There was carrier competition between the two modes, and
the short-wavelength cavity mode had a gain peak cavity mode mismatch due to a rise in
temperature, resulting in a decrease in slope efficiency. As the pump power continued to
increase, the short-wavelength mode became excessively detuned, resulting in the cessation
of the short-wavelength emission and leaving only the long-wavelength emission. The
slope efficiency increased until the power curve underwent a thermal rollover. As the pump
power continued to increase, the temperature of the active region became too high, resulting
in a significant mismatch between the long-wavelength gain and the cavity mode, as well
as an increase in non-radiative recombination. The active region produced more waste heat
accumulation, forming a vicious cycle. The output power of the VECSEL decreased with
the increase in pump power, a phenomenon called power thermal rollover. The output
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power of the dual-wavelength mode was more than 400 mW, and the maximum output
power of the long-wavelength mode was more than 700 mW.
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Figure 4 depicts the wavelength change of the region where the slope efficiency
dropped in the power curve, that is, the switching of the two wavelength output modes.
The TEC temperature was maintained at 0 ◦C; five points were taken in the region where the
slope efficiency decreased in the power curve; and the wavelengths corresponding to the
VECSEL output were measured. The pump power of the VECSEL wavelength switching
output in Figure 4 was taken from the region where the slope efficiency of the power curve
at 0 ◦C decreased in Figure 3, that is, the pump power was between 6.2 W and 8.3 W.
The pump power was 6.3 W, and the VECSEL output was a single-wavelength emission
with a wavelength of 965.1 nm. At this point, the pump power had not yet reached the
threshold for the long-wavelength lasing. As the pump power increased, the temperature
of the active region in the pump center gradually increased, and the drift of the gain peak
gradually matched the long wavelength cavity mode until the pump power reached the
long-wavelength output threshold. At a pump power of 6.95 W, VECSEL achieved dual-
wavelength simultaneous lasing output, with a spacing of approximately 45 nm between
the two wavelengths. The long wavelength was located at 1011.7 nm, close to the second
F-P cavity mode. The pump power continued to increase, causing excessive redshift of
the short wavelength gain peak. This resulted in a mismatch between the gain peak and
the cavity mode, as well as a decrease in the mode intensity of the short wavelength. The
intensity of the long-wavelength output mode increased. At a pump power of 7.15 W, the
output intensities of the two wavelengths of VECSEL were almost equal. The pump power
continued to increase, the short-wavelength output intensity continued to decrease, and
the long-wavelength output intensity continued to increase. At a pump power of 8.3 W,
due to the excessive gain detuning, the short wavelength ceased to emit, and the VECSEL
output mode was a single-wavelength long wave. Due to the high temperature in the active
region, the long wavelength drifted to 1013.9 nm.
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Figure 5 depicts the dual wavelength and the corresponding pump threshold of
VECSEL as a function of temperature. At different operating temperatures, the threshold
pump power of the two output wavelengths under the same conditions was recorded. The
threshold pump power of the short wavelength was the threshold pump power of VECSEL,
which increased with the increase in temperature. This was attributed to the temperature
rise that enhanced the non-radiative recombination and the carrier loss, resulting in a lower
gain of the quantum well. The threshold pump power of the long wavelength decreased
with the increase in temperature. As the operating temperature increased, the temperature
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drift coefficient of the gain peak was larger than that of the cavity mode, and the significant
mismatch between the long-wavelength gain peak and the cavity mode was reduced,
resulting in a decrease in threshold pump power. The figure also shows the change in the
wavelength of the simultaneous output of the two wavelengths, which had a wavelength
interval of about 45 nm at different operating temperatures. The device performance of
the VECSEL was very stable, and it was able to maintain a stable wavelength interval at
different operating temperatures.
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Figure 6 illustrates the far-field patterns of the VECSEL output modes with short,
dual, and long wavelengths at 0 ◦C. The far-field patterns exhibit Gaussian profiles in
both dimensions for all output wavelengths. The inset in the top left corner of the figure
depicts the 2D beam profile captured by a charge-coupled device (CCD), which showed a
circular shape with a uniform intensity distribution. As the pump power increased, the
output mode of the laser switched, but the beam profile remained circular and uniform.
The divergence angles were 7.0◦, 7.4◦, and 7.7◦ for the short-, dual-, and long-wavelength
output modes, respectively. The divergence angle at different propagation distances was
less than 8◦. This indicates that the different output modes of the VECSEL originated
from the same region of the active layer with the same optical axis, and that the output
performance was stable.
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strated wavelength switching between 967 nm and 1013 nm, with a stable wavelength 
interval of about 45 nm. The dual-wavelength output power of the VECSEL was greater 
than 400 mW. The divergence angle of the VECSEL was less than 8° for different output 
modes, and it showed negligible change when the output mode switched, confirming that 
the two wavelengths were coaxial. This coaxial output single-chip dual-wavelength 
VECSEL with a small size, low divergence angle, and high power would be very suitable 
for difference frequency generation terahertz, anti-jamming radar, and other applications. 

In our future work, we will focus on the design of a small and compact modular laser 
system which can achieve coaxial dual-wavelength switchable output by adjusting the 
pump power. We will also provide a novel light source option for a current differential 
frequency generation terahertz source, anti-interference lidar, and other applications. 
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Figure 6. One-dimensional far-field modes of VECSEL were measured under different output modes:
(a) short-wavelength, (b) dual-wavelength, and (c) long-wavelength. The beam profiles of the
VECSEL are shown in the inset images.
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4. Conclusions

We present a VECSEL with switchable dual-wavelength output based on two types
of quantum well structures in the gain chip and the corresponding cavity mode matching
mechanism. The quantum wells of the two components provided gains at peaks of 930 nm
and 980 nm, respectively, which matched the two Fabry–Perot cavity modes. The detuning
between the two cavity modes and the gain peaks was different, and the temperature
coefficient of the gain peaks was larger than that of the cavity modes. By controlling the
pump power, we were able to affect the operating temperature of the active region and
achieve switchable laser output modes. The operating temperature of the active region
was calculated by measuring the peak drift of the edge PL spectrum. We demonstrated
wavelength switching between 967 nm and 1013 nm, with a stable wavelength interval of
about 45 nm. The dual-wavelength output power of the VECSEL was greater than 400 mW.
The divergence angle of the VECSEL was less than 8◦ for different output modes, and
it showed negligible change when the output mode switched, confirming that the two
wavelengths were coaxial. This coaxial output single-chip dual-wavelength VECSEL with
a small size, low divergence angle, and high power would be very suitable for difference
frequency generation terahertz, anti-jamming radar, and other applications.

In our future work, we will focus on the design of a small and compact modular laser
system which can achieve coaxial dual-wavelength switchable output by adjusting the
pump power. We will also provide a novel light source option for a current differential
frequency generation terahertz source, anti-interference lidar, and other applications.
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